**Specifications Table**TableSubject areaChemistryMore specific subject areaDescribe narrower subject areaType of dataTables, FiguresHow data was acquiredThis cross-sectional study has carried out with 141 taken samples during 2017 with 13 parameters, which has been analyzed based on standard method and to estimate the water quality indices from groundwater using ANFISData formatRaw, AnalyzedExperimental factorsThe mentioned parameters above, in abstract section, were analyzed according to the standards for water and wastewater treatment handbook.Experimental featuresThe levels of physical and chemical parameters were determined.Data source locationChaharmahal and Bakhtiari province, Lordegan city IranData accessibilityData are included in this article

**Value of the data**•Selecting the most realistic appropriate index, is one of the most sophisticated stages of water stability evaluations.•The results of this study clearly indicated that with appropriate selection of input variables, ANFIS as a soft computing approach can estimate water quality indices properly and reliably.•ANFIS approach is also extensile to solve, the other problems related to manage of the groundwater quality in agriculture and drinking water sectors such as nitrate, sulfate and etc.•Considering present study, many of rural drinking water supply reservoirs, need to pay attention to achieve Iran national water quality standards.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

The [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows Pearson\'s correlation factors between chemical water quality parameters and water indices and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows predicting performance in different steps of ANFIS*,* [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Checking and training errors (PSI index prediction) for optimization of epochs, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} also shows estimated indexes versus real indexes for checking dataset, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows comparison of first and second steps optimization in estimating of indexes for checking dataset and finally [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows location of water sampling sites in Lordegan city, Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari province.Fig. 1Checking and training errors (PSI index prediction) for optimization of epochs.Fig. 1Fig. 2Estimated indexes versus real indexes for checking dataset.Fig. 2Fig. 3Comparison of first and second steps optimization in estimating of indexes for checking dataset.Fig. 3Fig. 4Location of water sampling sites in Lordegan city, Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari province.Fig. 4Table 1Pearson\'s correlation factors between chemical water quality parameters and water indices.Table 1TDSTACHPSIRSIAISARTDS1TA0.2544671CH0.4131050.1502311PSI−0.38863−0.7011−0.745811RSI−0.41141−0.52671−0.788210.9411661AI0.4447620.4789630.705398−0.83255−0.95271SAR0.7204720.111289−0.036240.010696−0.012060.109111Table 2Predicting performance in different steps of ANFIS.Table 2IndexesRMSEInitial1st step optimization2nd step optimizationRadiiEpochCCPSI- Train0.10820.08750.08060.916- Check0.13750.11640.08610.993              RSI- Train0.22400.18390.15530.7520- Check0.28870.28080.21630.984              AI- Train0.13630.11590.09690.6100- Check0.22840.20280.16730.952              SAR- Train0.64740.60600.54730.5520- Check0.32840.31540.27130.9588

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0010}
=============================================

2.1. Study area description {#s0015}
---------------------------

Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari province is one of the 31 provinces of Iran. Lordegan is a city in Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari Province, Iran that coordinates is: 31°30′37″N 50°49′46″E.

2.2. Materials and methods {#s0020}
--------------------------

### 2.2.1. Sample collection and analytical procedures {#s0025}

This cross-sectional study has carried out with 141 taken samples during 2017 with 13 parameters, which has been analyzed based on standard method [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8].

### 2.2.2. Description of ANFIS {#s0030}

With introduction of fuzzy inference systems to the world of research, because of the great features of these methods in the control systems, as well as simple expression of the variables in terms of linguistic variables, use of this method in many applications was developed and expanded quickly. But designing a powerful fuzzy inference system, which needs to determine appropriate membership functions and fuzzy rules, is not easy, and mainly will be possible with a lot of trial and error and with the involvement of experts\' comments in order to achieve the best performance, and in some cases, identification of all the rules is impossible. For this reason, the idea of using learning algorithms of the artificial neural network was introduced for fuzzy systems. ANFIS is an adaptive neural fuzzy inference system which was first proposed in 1993 by Jung. The system is an intelligent hybrid method, which uses features of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system and adaptive neural network [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]. ANFIS, using artificial neural network learning algorithms, including gradient descent algorithm and back-propagation algorithm leads to improve fuzzy system rules. ANFIS, because of having the adaptive fuzzy system parameters compared with artificial neural network, is trained faster, and usually provides better results. Schematic structure of ANFIS, with two input variables and an output variable, which lead to the Sugeno model, is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Two rules (Eqs. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in the Sugeno fuzzy model can be written as follows:$$\mathbf{I}\mathbf{f}\mathbf{x}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{A}1\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{d}\mathbf{y}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{B}1\mathbf{t}\mathbf{h}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{f}1 = \mathbf{p}1\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{q}1 + \mathbf{r}1$$$$\mathbf{I}\mathbf{f}\mathbf{x}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{A}2\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{d}\mathbf{y}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{B}2\mathbf{t}\mathbf{h}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{f}2 = \mathbf{p}2\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{q}2 + \mathbf{r}2$$

Generally, the structure of an ANFIS model has 5 distinct layers, and each of these layers plays a special role. In the first layer, every node i, according to Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is known as a comparative node, and the outputs of this layer represent the degree of membership assigned to inputs in the fuzzy form.$$\mathbf{O}^{3}\mathbf{i} = \mu\mathbf{A}\mathbf{i}(\mathbf{x})$$

In the above equation, x is an input variable to node i and Ai is small, large... linguistic labels, that are associated with the node function. In other words, O^3^ is membership function of fuzzy set A, which the input variable x has certain circumstances in it. Membership function A, can be Gaussian function or triangular membership function and so on. The membership function parameters that are used in this layer are known as the first parameter. In MATLAB, using genfis1 and genfis2functions, you can create a fuzzy inference system, which covers the first layer of ANFIS [@bib9], [@bib12]. In the genfis1 function, to create a fuzzy system, there is to need to specify the number and type of membership function well. However, genfis2 function creates this fuzzy system using Subtractive clustering. In this study, genfis2 function is used with Gaussian membership function and Subtractive clustering to create the fuzzy system. In the Subtractive clustering, it is assumed that all data have candidate for clustering center according to the density of the surrounding data. So, using the following Eq. [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can have a measure of density of data xi.$$\mathit{Di} = \sum_{j = 1}^{n}{\exp\left\lbrack \frac{\left\| {\mathit{Xi} - \mathit{Xj}} \right\| 2}{({{\mathit{ra}/2})}^{2}} \right\rbrack}$$

Here, ra is a positive constant, which indicates the radius of the neighbored radius. Therefore, a data with the greatest amount of density (Di), has more the number of data points which are located in the surrounding neighborhood. First cluster center Xc1 is dedicated to data that has the highest density Dc1. The density value of each data point xi is modified as follows Eq. [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12].$$\mathit{Di} = \mathit{Di} - \mathit{Dc}1\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left\| {\mathit{Xi} - \mathit{Xc}1} \right\|^{2}}{({\frac{\mathit{rb}}{2})}^{2}}} \right\rbrack$$

Here, rb is a positive constant, and defines a neighborhood, which has a significant reduction in the amount of density. Therefore, the numbers of data points that are located near the center of the first cluster xc1 significantly reduce the amount of density. After correcting the density function, the next cluster center is belonged to a data which has maximum density. This process continues until a sufficient number of clusters are reached. In the second layer of ANFIS, the outputs of the first layer are combined. As a result, the output of this layer can be written according to Eq. [(6)](#eq0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$O_{1}^{6} = W_{1} = \mu_{Ai}(X)\mu_{Bi}(y)$$

Here, each output node burning represents the firing strength of a rule. The next layer is the second layer, which normalizes the output of before layers output, and calculates the firing strength of i-th rule than the firing strength of all the rules based on Eq. [(7)](#eq0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$O_{1}^{7} = W_{i} = \frac{Wi}{W1 + W2}$$

Nodes of the fourth layer have the adaptive nature, and the parameters of this node (ri, qi, pi) are called as consequent parameters. Eq. [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be written to describe the layer 4. In this equation, f is a first order function of the Sugeno fuzzy system.$$O_{i}^{8} = W_{i}f_{i} = {Wi}\left( {p_{i}x + q_{i}y + r_{i}} \right)$$

And finally, for the output of layer 5, which is the final output of the ANFIS system, we can write Eq. [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12].$$O_{i}^{5} = z = \Sigma i\overline{w}ifi$$
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=============================================
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